
Danish Saber

As a professional Software developer, I am adept at creating large-scale single-page applications and

landing websites using Vue.js, (as well as other frontend frameworks), JavaScript and Typescript.

Over the course of 5+ years, I have honed my expertise in web technologies, leveraging my skills in

JavaScript, typescript, Vue.js and HTML/CSS/Tailwind CSS to create and deliver outstanding user

experiences.

● Cell# : +61 408 850 447

● Email : imdanishsaber@gmail.com

● Address : Adelaide, South Australia 5268, Australia

● LinkedIn : https://www.linkedin.com/in/imdanishsaber/

● GitHub : https://github.com/imdanishsaber

● Portfolio : https://danishsaber.com/

PROFESSIONAL SKILLS

● Proficient in HTML5, CSS3 (Bootstrap and Tailwind css), JavaScript and typescript.

● Extensive experience with various frontend frameworks such as Vue.js/React.js.

● Experience with Vuetify and Quasar UI component libraries, leveraging their extensive

pre-built components and styling options and enhancing the user interface.

● Ability to integrate Backend APIs and work with JSON data for dynamic content rendering.

● Experience in integrating 3rd party libraries and plugins to enhance frontend functionality.

● Adept at using version control systems like Git for collaborative development, enabling

seamless code management and teamwork.

● Proficient in working with Linux environments, providing flexibility and customization.

● Familiarity with Webpack for bundling and optimizing frontend assets, ensuring performance

● Well-versed in Agile methodologies, particularly Scrum, for efficient project management and

collaboration, like Jira.

● Knowledge of Web3 and DApps (Decentralized Applications), enabling the development of

blockchain-based applications and smart contracts.

● Proficient in deploying projects on domains/servers, ensuring smooth and reliable delivery

of web applications to end-users.
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PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Sr. Frontend Developer (2 Years)

Darvis - July 2021 – June 2023

DARVIS focused on Computer Vision and AI, creating a new technology solution to help healthcare and

logistics companies is located in Nashville, TN, USA.

As a front-end developer, I worked with a team on their AI Based Product’s Dashboard using Vue2 which

is now being used by “United States Postal Service (USPS)” for inventory tracking. Other clients are

Home Depot, Saudi Post, and Asklepios.

Core Responsibilities

○ User Interfaces: Translating design mockups and wireframes into functional and responsive

user interfaces using HTML and CSS, Bootstrap and Tailwind css.

○ Component libraries: Using Vue.js Component libraries like Quasar and Vuetify for reusable

and customizable UI components by writing efficient, clean, and modular code.

○ Framework: Understanding and implementing state management. This often involves using

Vuex, to manage the application's state in a centralized way.

○ Backend Integration: Collaborating with backend developers to integrate frontend

components with server-side APIs. This involves making HTTP requests using Axios,

Axios-Interceptors for request and response handling and processing data to display in the

UI.

○ Test Cases:Writing and executing unit tests to ensure the reliability and stability of the code.

○ Version Controlling: Managing code repositories on GitHub and deploying applications on

Linux-based systems while adhering to coding standards and best practices.

○ Documenting: Documenting your code, design decisions, and any other relevant information

to facilitate knowledge sharing and future maintenance.

Frontend Development (3.5 Years)

Block360 - January 2018 – July 2021

https://www.darvis.com/
https://www.block360.io/


Block360 is a software development company which helps businesses in the domain of blockchain. As a

frontend developer there, I used to build Web Applications, Web3 Dapps and landing Pages.

Core Responsibilities

○ Requirements Breaking: Understood the requirements of Customers and broke it down

into UI, ensuring user experience was smooth.

○ UI Development: Used HTML5 and CSS3(bootstrap & tailwind), including Sass or Less for

developing responsiveness, organized and refactored legacy code.

○ Framework: Acquired familiarity with the Vue.js ecosystem, including Vue CLI, Vuex, Vue

Router, and Nuxt.js.

○ API’S Integration: Experienced with both consuming and designing RESTful APIs.

○ Web3 Integration: Implemented and integrated Web3.js or other appropriate libraries to

enable communication with blockchain networks (Ethereum, Binance Smart Chain, etc.).

○ Wallet Integration:Worked on wallet integration to enable seamless interactions with user’s

crypto wallets. This includes connecting with various wallet providers like MetaMask, Trust

Wallet, Coinbase Wallet, and others.

○ Smart Contract Interaction: Used to Develop front-end solutions to interact with smart

contracts deployed on the blockchain. This involves reading and writing data to the

blockchain and triggering smart contract functions.

EDUCATION

● 2014 to 2018 - Bachelor's in Electrical Telecommunications Engineering

Comsats University Islamabad - Pakistan

● 2012 to 2014 - F.Sc pre Engineering

Punjab College Sialkot - Pakistan

LANGUAGES

● English Business Fluent

● Urdu Native

● Punjabi Native


